
In today’s digital landscape, organizations must innovate rapidly, but ensuring performance and fault resilience presents 
challenges. Existing tools are often complex and manual, hindering modern product teams. Google’s findings show that 
websites meeting the Core Web Vitals thresholds have up to a 24% lower abandonment rate, emphasizing the need for 
rigorous performance testing. Proactively addressing performance and fault testing not only mitigates operational risks but 
also enhances customer satisfaction, making it crucial for sustained success and market leadership.

CX Score’s AI-Powered Performance Testing
The CX Score platform helps optimize website and application performance using 
advanced synthetic monitoring to deliver real-time insights into key metrics like 
LCP, FID, and TBT. With autonomous root cause analysis, bottlenecks are quickly 
identified, making remediation easier. It also offers cross-platform comparison to 
ensure seamless performance across devices. Additionally, intuitive visualizations 
and detailed reports are provided to help make informed decisions. With CX Score, 
product teams elevate user experience, boost conversions, increase operational 
efficiency and accelerate time to market. 
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Harnessing Gen-AI Synthetic 
Users for Optimal Performance
Proactive Readiness for Peak Traffic Events

Key Challenges

Reactive Performance Analysis 
Production data and web page speed 
insights are aggregated and delayed, 
leading to delayed analysis and potential 
impacts on SEO rankings and overall user 
experience.

User interactions in development 
Measuring metrics like CLS, INP, and 
TBT during development is problematic.  
Coupled with lack of real-time feedback on 
how user interactions impact performance 
metrics, the result is delays and 
inefficiencies.

Root cause identification
Identifying the root causes in complex 
systems is challenging, and automatic 
remediation is rare, requiring manual 
intervention that hinders timely and 
efficient issue resolution.

Workflow performance analysis 
Challenges in simulating and analyzing 
performance across user workflows, along 
with limited visibility into the impact of 
performance optimizations on individual 
pages, lead to suboptimal performance.

Sensitivity to User Context
Performance evaluation must consider 
factors such as user location, device, 
viewport, and network. Accurately 
assessing performance across diverse user 
contexts presents challenges, leading to 
reduced user engagement.

PERFORMANCE TESTING

Synthetic Users enable up to 30% faster time-to-market 

CX Score’s Synthetic User technology provides real-time insights into vital 
performance metrics like Largest Contentful Paint (LCP), First Contentful Paint 
(FCP) and user interactions such as clicks and scrolls during development 
enabling proactive issue resolution and ensuring delivery of optimal user 
experiences pre-production. Advanced root cause analysis and interactive 
testing further streamline troubleshooting and remediation resulting in up to 30% 
faster time-to-market. 



About CX Score

CX Score is the first AI-powered CXOps platform for modern product teams. Unlike reactive call centers, surveys and analytics, CX Score integrates product 
design and experience metrics with DevOps to enable the agile delivery of impactful products at scale. Using CX Score, brands can precisely validate all CX 
requirements, streamline and automate design flows, and create powerful feedback loops that tie CX initiatives to business outcomes. Its Synthetic User AI 
predicts customer behavior and shares actionable insights across product teams to rapidly synthesize world class experiences. With CX Score, enterprises 
realize 10X improvements in experience velocity, operational savings, customer engagement, and financial performance.
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Key Benefits
Enhanced User Experience
Improves website loading times by up to 40%, resulting 
in a 20% increase in user engagement and a 15% 
reduction in bounce rates.

Increased Revenue Generation
Faster website and application performance help 
organizations experience up to 25% increases in 
conversion rates and 30% boost in online sales 
revenue.

Accelerated Time-to-Market
Reductions in MTTD of up to 50% and Mean Time to 
Resolve MTTR of 60% for performance issues enabling 
organizations to release software up to 30% faster.

Cost-Efficiency and Automation
Up to a 50% decrease in manual testing effort and a 
35% increase in testing automation efficiency drives up 
to a 40% reduction in testing costs.

Improved SEO Performance
Performance optimization can improve website loading 
speed by up to 20%, leading to an increase in organic 
search traffic and search engine rankings. 

Improved Customer Retention
Enhanced performance and user experience foster 
stronger customer relationships, leading to higher 
customer retention rates and increased brand loyalty.

Key Features
User-Centric Performance Measurement
User-centric metrics, like page load time and interaction 
responsiveness, are prioritized alongside server-side 
metrics, promoting a holistic approach that enhances user 
satisfaction and boosts conversion rates.

Predictive Performance Assessment
Synthetic Users simulate real-time user interactions in 
development, providing early insights into impacts on key 
performance metrics and enabling early issue detection 
and proactive web optimization.

Autonomous Root-Cause Analysis
Facilitates comprehensive root-cause analysis by 
pinpointing performance bottlenecks at the code level, 
enabling developers to identify and resolve issues faster 
and more efficiently.

Rich Analytics and Insights
Provides robust analytics and insights from performance 
data, including build-over-build analysis, anomaly 
detection, version comparison, and sensitivity analysis for 
faster and better informed-decision making. 

RUM and Clickstream Integrations
Incorporates RUM in production to capture user interaction 
data, enabling Dev vs. Prod comparisons, prioritizing 
user journeys and profiles, and optimizing simulations for 
improved user experience. 

 9 RESTful APIs: Offers flexible APIs for integration into any technology landscape.
 9 CI/CD Integrations: Seamlessly connects with popular CI servers and version control systems.
 9 APM Integration: Works with top APM tools like Dynatrace, AppDynamics, Datadog, and more.
 9 Ticketing Tool Integration: For streamlined issue tracking and resolution.

 9 Location Sensitivity: Ensure consistent global performance by analyzing geographic variations.
 9 Device Sensitivity: Optimize user experience across diverse devices for accessibility.
 9 Network Sensitivity: Enhance performance under varying network conditions.
 9 Load Sensitivity: Identify and address performance bottlenecks for scalability and reliability.

Integrations 

Optimization 
across 
enterprise 


